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brickshooter egypt by playrix is a unique brain-teasing puzzle experience that allows
you to unravel the mysteries of ancient hieroglyphs. restore 5 ancient pyramids and the
mysterious sphinx statue in 70+ engaging levels of new puzzle challenges. with unique

game mechanics and difficult increases with the second replay, this highly addictive
game will keep you moving the bricks for many long hours. so unlock the secrets of the
pharaohs and crack the daunting puzzles of the past in this full game and unlock mod
app. brickshooter egypt hd is a unique brain-teasing puzzle experience that gives you

the ability to unravel the mysteries of ancient hieroglyphs and help restore the pyramids
to form. a totally new brain-teasing puzzle experience that features over 60 exciting
levels of addictive gameplay. crack the intriguing puzzles of the past and unlock the

secrets of the pharaohs! do you have what it takes to restore the glory of ancient egypt?
use your matching might and employ your puzzle powers to restore glory to the ancient
pyramids. solve more than 60 mind-bending puzzles to match colored hieroglyphs in this
unique challenge. crack the code of the past to unlock the secrets of the pharaohs! the
full version of brickshooter egypt features: brickshooter egypt hd by playrix is a unique
brain-teasing puzzle experience that gives you the ability to unravel the mysteries of

ancient hieroglyphs and help restore the pyramids to form. a totally new brain-teasing
puzzle experience that features over 60 exciting levels of addictive gameplay. crack the

intriguing puzzles of the past and unlock the secrets of the pharaohs!
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